Homes of Our Forefathers:
by Edwin Whitefield
A Nineteenth-Century Tribute to Our Colonial Past
By BETTINA A. NORTON*
The blessing which belongs to those who revere old landmarks and seek to
preserve memorials of the past should rest with Mr. Whitefield. . . . The views are
drawn by Mr. Whitefield with scrupulous fidelity, and they constitute a study
over which one who is interested in old New England life might linger delightedly
for hours.
Boston Journal, in a review of Homes in Rhode
Island and Connect&q April, I 882.
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Y the time this assessmentof Edwin Whitefield, a nineteenthcentury itinerant artist, was written, he had published three volumes of
lithographs of houses for Homes of our
Forefathers; the first, Homes in Massachusetts, had been published in three editions. While drawing views of towns in
Massachusetts, he had begun collecting
sketchesand wash drawings “from Nature” of many of the old New England
houses. He appreciated landscape and
terrain with an observant and sensitive
eye, and was impressed with one of the
great characteristicsof the Colonial house
-its most satisfactory siting. Admiration
for the scale, material, and gentle aging,
are all portrayed in the many pencil
sketches,wash drawings, and watercolors
which he executed for the books.
It would be a mistake to label Whitefield a yearner for the past; several pages
from one of his diaries, written in
*This article is an excerpt from the book,
EDWIN
WHITEFIELD:
North American
Scenery, Faithfully
Delineated,
by Mrs.
Norton, to be published this Spring by Barre
Publishers. The sources for this essay were the
Whitefield collections at the Boston Public
Library and THE SOCIETY FOR THE PRESERVATION OF NEW ENGLAND ANTIQUITIES.
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Quebec, criticized the Canadians for not
being advanced or forward-thinking. He
also acidly criticized their taste, the lack
of which he deplored in spite of the antiquity of their buildings.
Whitefield talked with old residents,
visited town halls, and sought out deeds
in the county registries throughout New
England for verification of dates and
names. Abbott Lowell Cummings, Director of the Society for the Preservation
of New England Antiquities, has pointed
out that a date assignedby Whitefield to
the Boardman House in Saugus ( 1686/
I 687), although almost fifty years later
than the one commonly believed, is the
correct one. A booklet at the Society has
produced Whitefield’s rough draft for a
letter:
I have for many years been engaged in Newport sketching the historical houses of New
England and collecting whatever facts there
may be of interest connected with them. I shall
be highly gratified if you can grant me a brief
interview at an hour that may be convenient
to yourself as I should like to ask you a few
questions, especially in reference to your birthplace.
I am stopping at 27 High St. where an answer to this communication will reach me.
In conclusion, I beg to subscribe myself,
Very Respectfully Yours,
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Old-Time New England

Both the Boston Public Library and
the Society for the Preservation of New
England Antiquities own many letters
from owners of houses. The latter has
the following:

pleasing Drowne House, Barrington,
Rhode Island. The pen would delineate
the roof lines, the windowpanes, the
doors; the more dramatic of his efforts
have darkened panes. The rapidly executed line was always thin, delicate, and
I return your sketch, with some changes in
spidery,
but not nervous, and the effect is
the L part. . . . You have got the lower winof antiquity at rest.
dows in the end of the house as they should be.
Neither of them should appear as a door. . . .
The finished drawings, ready for
The two chimnies on the main house have
transfer to stone, are clearly and acsquare caps over them, supported by bricks at
curately drawn; often, blue lines heightthe corners.. . . I believe this answers all your
en the important lines. Examples in the
questions; but I am so interested in your-getting everything as it should be, that I hope you
Boston Public Library collection are the
will ask further questions, if you have doubts
Gray House, used as a British Hospital
how anything should be represented.
after the Battle of Bunker Hill; the
Chs H. Bell
Tremere House, built before 1674; the
I March, 1886
Hancock Inn, on Corn Street, built in
I 634; the Green Dragon Inn, a meeting
Mr. Bell sent another letter:
place during the Revolution but razed in
There is no door on the side of the L, al1828;
and the Walds House, where the
though there was one when the photograph
British Major Pitcairn died. All the
was taken. It is better not to put it in, as it did
streets in the North End are still there,
not belong to the original building.
populated from the beginnings of the
twentieth
century with Italian immiThis letter shows one of Whitefield’s
routes to accuracy, but it also suggests grants and their descendants. Almost
that he occasionally worked from photo- none of the housesremain. Since most of
graphs. This was not general practice, the models fell to the early twentiethcentury tenement development, the
however, as his letter of introduction indicates. Also, he has, in many sketch- drawings and lithographs are a valuable
books, wash drawings of landscapes record. Although not suitable for restorathrough which he traveled : “Piscataqua tion reference, yet they are more accurate than many picturesque etchings.
River 1 Schooner is going up Cochico R.
Homes of our Forefathers
in Boston,
to Dover” (the Maine-New Hampshire
Old
England,
and
Boston,
New
Enborder) ; sketches of “The CommonSouth Royalston” and “Bennington, a gland, contains many of these historic
Boston buildings. The Boston Journal
branch of the Walloomac” (Vermont).
There is one photograph reproduced in wrote, on December 19, 1889:
the volume, Homes
Hampshire,

and

in

Vermont,

Maine,

New

published in

1886.
Whitefield made many rough sketches
in pencil. (Fig. I.) To some he added
details with pen, to some, washes, and
some, both. (Figs. 2 and 3.) Occasionally, the pen work was done with a thin
watercolor line, sometimes red, as in the

There are in all forty pictures of noteworthy
old Boston building-houses,
taverns, and
churches. Some of them stand in places where
their antiquity is unsuspected and their history
unknown. The interest of some of the places is
enhanced by the fact that even since Mr.
Whitefield began his work they have been
pulled down to give place to more modern
structures.. . we cannot easily exaggerate the
service which Mr. Whitefield has rendered in
preserving them.. . .

